BLUE BLOOD—Winthrop Rockefeller yesterday responded to a Red Cross appeal for blood donations for wounded Britons. He is shown at New York hospital as doctor and nurse prepared him for removal of blood, plasma from which will be shipped overseas.

Rockefeller’s Son Donates Blood for War

NEW YORK, Nov. 20, (AP)—Winthrop Rockefeller, son of John D. Rockefeller Jr., donated a pint of his blood today for use in the treatment of wounded British soldiers and civilians.

Evacuation Ships Sail From Shanghai

American vessels will stop in Japan and Manila

SHANGHAI, Nov. 20, (AP)—The American liner Washington and President Taff left this afternoon with 402 Americans who boarded the vessel here to quit the Orient on advice of the United States State Department.

Aboard the Washington, announced by officials as the last special evacuation vessel, were 436 passengers. Some 700 additional Americans are to be picked up at Manila before the liner heads for San Francisco.

Sixty-three Americans boarded the President Taff here. Others, from Manila and Hongkong, already were aboard, and more are to be picked up at Kobe and Yokohama.

It is estimated 3000 Americans will have left China by Jan. 1, but 6000 to 8000 will remain.

Soviet Plane Forced Down

BUCHAREST (Rumania) Nov. 20, (AP)—A Soviet Russian plane carrying five officers of the Russian Air Force made a forced descent today on a small lake near the German-guarded Rumanian harbor of Constanta. (The remainder of the dispatch was censored.)

Hungary May Be Axis Base

Fascist Commentators Say Latest Convert Strengthens Position

ROMA, Nov. 20, (AP)—Hungary, latest signatory convert to the new authoritarian world order, may serve the axis as a new European war base, the comments of informed Fascists indicated today.

Hungary, in the words of an Italian radio broadcaster, has taken a place in the world line-up against the Anglo-Saxon bloc. Fascists regard the United States as part of that bloc.

Said Virginito Gayda, the authoritative editor of Il Giornale d’Italia: "With her territory on the Balkans’ northern border, Hun-

gary brings a real note of work and concrete contribution to the new position and potential force to the axis cause."